No. 3-1-29/EW-2002

Dated: 21.06.2012

To

All CGMs,
BSNL.

Subject: Suitable Electricity Tariff for BSNL reg.

The instructions for changing the customer status of BSNL from Commercial to Industrial were issued vide BSNL CO letter no. 3-29/EW-2002 dated 11-11-2002.

On receipt of feed back from the field units it was noticed that the Industrial tariff was not found economical in some of the Circles. Accordingly vide BSNL CO letter no. 3-1-29/EW-2002 dated 20-01-2005 revised instructions were issued to modify the tariff structure to a suitable & economical tariff in consultation with PCEs / CEs(Elect.) [copy enclosed].

It is once again reiterated that the tariff structure of your circle may be studied in consultation with PCEs / Sr. CEs / CEs (Elect.) and if any other suitable and economical tariff is available, the case may kindly be taken up with the State Electricity Regulatory Commission for modification of the existing tariff structure.

This is issued with the approval of Competent Authority.

( J.K. Dua )
AGM (Elect.)

Copy to:

1. PS to ED (NB).
2. All PCE(E)s / Sr. CE(E)s / CE(E)s for necessary action.